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MEMBERS
Various members of the Children’s and Youth groups were sent out
questionnaires to fill in, here are there responses…..
Alex – youth group
How do you feel about yourself when
you are in the group? Good – I enjoy
the group

the group, and what makes you feel
better or happier) – Taking part in new
activities

the group

No stigmatising, accepted as an equal
and inclusive – Everyone is treated fair,
Being easily influenced – Sometimes
I was included in trip to Dundee which
people may try and distract me but I try I loved
How are we proud of ourselves when
my best to remain focused
we achieve something in the group /
Positive intervention – felt very posiwhat has made you feel happy and
Teamwork – what is important about
tive at silent disco – made me feel
proud? Making the bogey cart. I was
it? – Together Everyone Achieves
good, excited and happy
very proud to have been able to use my More
Communication - I am non-verbal and
talker during the Mrs Brown’s Boys
Decision
making
–
do
you
have
an
opam still able to communicate well in
filming
portunity to make decisions? Help to
the group. Staff and other group memWhat makes you come to the group and decide where to put structures and took bers are patient
what have you accomplished? Fun and photo’s of places on iPad of possible
make new friendships
places
Toleration and respect for others (give
an example of how you have exercised
toleration) – Share with people and
show others things on my iPad

Creative improvising – acting playing
bingo with own pen

Widening access to positive activities –
do you feel you are able to participate
Attempting new tasks and challenges
in a lot more activities – at home only
(give an example of a new challenge) – do individual activities, but can take
it was my first time acting whilst being part in group activities at Interest Link
filmed and first time being comfortable
Health and sense of enjoyment, comusing talker in large group
munity achievement – To feel healthy
Handle positive and negative emotions is to be happy and secure, loved and
(what makes you angry and feel bad in welcomed. I feel happy and healthy in

ALEX

(give an example of a new challenge) – and inclusive – I have the opportunity
to try everything that is great
a new challenge was making the
How do you feel about yourself when wooden figurines, I liked colouring
Positive intervention – I feel more conyou are in the group? I like to be at the them. I enjoy acting as well
group every time. I am always ready
fident near my friends my self-esteem
Handle positive and negative emotions is good and I feel comfortable in all
for the minibus
(what makes you angry and feel bad in
How are we proud of ourselves when the group, and what makes you feel
we achieve something in the group /
better or happier) – I am always happy
what has made you feel happy and
to come to the group, what makes me
proud? I like to be part of the group
activities we do and completing prowith everyone and do the activities but jects
I don’t like the blackcurrant juice
Teamwork – what is important about
What makes you come to the group
it? – I like to work as a team with my
and what have you accomplished? To friends
have friendship , be more confident
with other people, make friends who
Widening access o positive activities –
do you feel you are able to participate
understand me
in a lot more activities/ The activities
Toleration and respect for others (give are really different to the ones I do at
an example of how you have exercised the KEC which is good
toleration) – I like to be with people
Health and sense of enjoyment, comthat I know well but I am a little bit
CATARINA
munity achievement – I like acting
shy with people I don’t know so well
and being with people of a similar age while the outside activities at Wild
Woods are also really good
is something I really enjoy
Catarina – youth group

Attempting new tasks and challenges

No stigmatising, accepted as an equal
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MEMBERS

Katie—Children’s Group
How do you feel about yourself when
you are in the group? Bossy
How are we proud of ourselves when
we achieve something in the group /
what has made you feel happy and
proud? Attending the group independently, interacting with my friends

Handle positive and negative emotions
(what makes you angry and feel bad in
the group, and what makes you feel
better or happier – I get frustrated
when I’m not understood and happy
when people understand me
Offering assistance to others (can you
give an example I have made a friend
in Paula

What makes you come to the group
and what have you accomplished? I
like meeting the people and being with
friends. It has made me more independent

Being easily influenced – I have my
own mind and am not easily influenced

Attempting new tasks and challenges
(give an example of a new challenge)
– coming to the group with helpers I
don’t know so well, makes me anxious
but I did it.

Widening access o positive activities –
do you feel you are able to participate
in a lot more activities/ I get unique
experiences that I don’t get anywhere
else

Health and sense of enjoyment, community achievement – I smile, I am
free from worry, I feel safe
No stigmatising, accepted as an equal
and inclusive – I am treated like the
rest of the members of the group

Teamwork – what is important about
it? – Having fun, sharing experiences,
Toleration and respect for others (give helping each other at Wild Woods.
an example of how you have exercised
toleration) – I get on with most people. Decision making – do you have an
If I’m not sure of people I am likely to opportunity to make decisions? I get
be quiet. I am kind and caring
choices

Olivia – youth group
How do you feel about yourself when
you are in the group? Good –Happy,
confident, feel amazing
How are we proud of ourselves when
we achieve something in the group /
what has made you feel happy and
proud? Getting roles in drama
activities like Still Game, enjoying
respite and overnight
What makes you come to the group
and what have you accomplished? To
make friends, learn a lot, achieved
confidence and independence

KATIE

tions (what makes you angry and feel munity achievement – Coming here
bad in the group, and what makes you
No stigmatising, accepted as an equal
feel better or happier) – people reasand inclusive – the same as everyone
suring me when I am sad or angry
Assistance – help and support Betha- Positive intervention – I am happy,
and enjoy watching myself on films
ny when colouring flowers and encouraging her because she is often
quiet

Being easily influenced – happy easy
going, I like my friends

Communication – use sign language
and include other people who are quiet

Teamwork – what is important about
it? – I like working as part of a team

Decision making – about who is in my
team supporting other people to make
Toleration and respect for others (give choices
an example of how you have exercised toleration) – accept other people. Creative improvising – acting as this
important to me
Friends mean a lot to me
Attempting new tasks and challenges Widening access to positive activities
(give an example of a new challenge) – do you feel you are able to partici– acting and becoming the character, pate in a lot more activities – walking,
fresh air, not on phone, and computer
taking part in exercises
or watching TV
Handle positive and negative emoHealth and sense of enjoyment, com-

OLIVIA
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MEMBERS

Ryan – youth group

Handle positive and negative emotions
(what makes you angry and feel bad in
How do you feel about yourself when the group, and what makes you feel
you are in the group? Happy I enjoy
better or happier) – you can be yourgetting out, I also enjoy the good com- self
pany
Offering assistance to others (can you
How are we proud of ourselves when give an example) supporting Olivia
we achieve something in the group /
when she fainted
what has made you feel happy and
proud? I really enjoyed playing the big Being easily influenced – I have not
bad pig in the pantomime, I liked pre- had an incident
senting the final product
Teamwork – what is important about
What makes you come to the group
it? – just being friends and getting on
and what have you accomplished? I
with one another
just enjoy getting out the house and
meeting with people
Toleration and respect for others (give
an example of how you have exercised
toleration – I get along with everyone,
I have never had an argument
Attempting new tasks and challenges
(give an example of a new challenge) –
I enjoyed building the Wind in the
Willows heads

RYAN

Sarah Young – youth group

– acting out a role makes me happy

munity achievement – Coming here

How do you feel about yourself when
you are in the group? Good – I enjoy
the group, it makes me feel happy and
helped me crate special friendships

Handle positive and negative emotions
(what makes you angry and feel bad in
the group, and what makes you feel
better or happier) – friends and talking
and being myself

No stigmatising, accepted as an equal
and inclusive – the same as everyone

How are we proud of ourselves when
we achieve something in the group /
what has made you feel happy and
proud? Mrs Brown's Boys, and being
part of a team. I am sad when the
group isn’t on
What makes you come to the group
and what have you accomplished?
Seeing friends, going independently
on the bus with Jade made me feel
responsible
Toleration and respect for others (give
an example of how you have exercised
toleration) – I enjoy going, I get on
with everyone and like listening to
what others say
Attempting new tasks and challenges
(give an example of a new challenge)

Positive intervention – seeing friends
Communication – I think

Assistance – helping supporting Jade
on the bus, travelling to Jed/Hawick
Being easily influenced – but resist yes
Teamwork – what is important about
it? – helping ach other
Decision making – do you have an
opportunity to make decisions?
Creative improvising – acting
Widening access to positive activities
– do you feel you are able to participate in a lot more activities – I am able
to participate in so much many more
activities, Mrs Browns Boys, Wild
Woods
Health and sense of enjoyment, com-

SARAH
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MEMBERS

Scott – youth group

Offering assistance to others (can you Positive intervention – positive, hapgive an example) I have helped others py, enjoy having fun.
How do you feel about yourself when by working together with them
you are in the group? Happy talking
with everyone, no issues
Being easily influenced – I’m not too
sure about this
How are we proud of ourselves when
we achieve something in the group / Teamwork – what is important about
it? – It’s good to make things together
what has made you feel happy and
proud? Having a blether, proud of the
filming. The Broons was fun to make Decision making – do you have an
opportunity to make decisions? I
What makes you come to the group
don’t have to make decision, but am
and what have you accomplished? To happy to follow the rules
learn and enjoy each others company
Creative improvising – singing whilst
Toleration and respect for others
playing my guitar
(give an example of how you have
Widening access o positive activities
exercised toleration) – I have no is– do you feel you are able to particisues with anyone
pate in a lot more activities/ I have a
Attempting new tasks and challenges very busy week and Interest Link is
(give an example of a new challenge) part of that
– it was my first time working with
Health and sense of enjoyment, comwillows, and another opportunity to
munity achievement – Singing, guitar
enjoy acting
playing, walking
Handle positive and negative emoSCOTT
tions (what makes you angry and feel No stigmatising, accepted as an equal
and
inclusive
–
I
have
the
same
equal
bad in the group, and what makes you
opportunities as we all work together
feel better or happier) – I never get
and get on
angry with anyone

VENUES

Location, Location,
Location
Two venues are used extensively by the Roxburgh
Interest Link groups.
The community owned and run Burnfoot Hub is overseen by the Community Futures Charity, while Wild
Woods (pictured) at Ruberslaw is set in 500-acres of
unspoilt land in the heart of the Teviot valley.
Val said: “All at Interest Link are very grateful for the
two lovely venues we use locally.
Our Summer venue is the Wild Woods campsite and
Winter venue Burnfoot Hub.
Our thanks goes to Carla and her team and Nicola and
her team for allowing us to make memories in two
lovely venues.”
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CHAIRMAN
We asked Craig to sum up his experience as Branch Convenor . Here are his thoughts, in his own
words, and unedited

It was 12 years ago when Craig Douglas
was asked to join the Roxburgh Committee of Interest Link Borders. Since
then it has been a whirlwind of involvement.

appreciation, having previously viewed
the organisation as the parent of service
user. And the level of commitment isn’t
too onerous as we only meet once every
two months.”

“In Derek and Graeme’s case they have
been together for nine years. It isn’t for
payment it is for something much more
valuable. For Derek he has often indicted that it has given him another outlook

“I was asked to join the committee by
Robert Scott. Soon afterwards Robert
changed his job and I became a director
and the progression continued from
there.”

“Being on the full board for the Scottish
Borders I have been able to offer a parents perspective and I certainly feel I
have made a contribution and my views
have been taken on board. I gave my
views on safety and emphasised the fact
“I was then asked if I would become the that as a parent when we are entrusting
convenor of the Interest Link Borders
our son into the care of someone else
committee for one year. I ended up in
that we feel safe doing this.. We always
the position for five and have only refelt when Graeme was away with Derek
cently stepped down from the role due that he was in safe hands.”
to the reduced quality of my hearing.”
Craig has been quick to praise the vol“I initially decided to help out on the
unteers who underpin the organisation.
committee because we as a family had “At the AGM I always wanted to embenefitted so much from what Interest
phasise the work our volunteers do but
Link had to offer.”
also the work of our staff. Our staff are
Craig’s son Graeme has been involved second to none. It is also clear that the
volunteers do it because it is something
in a long-term link with Derek taking
him to watch rugby and football. Craig they enjoy. The length of service from
so many volunteers is quite incredible
added: “I felt being able to see the organisation from a completely different and reinforces their level of enjoyment.”

in like. As an only child it gave him a
new perspective on life.”
“Linking people with the same levels of
interest is quite a feat and creating the
correct the links is invaluable.”

Graham Ford

angle gave me a whole new level of

How others see us
Interest Link Roxburgh is used by so many other agencies and organisations. We asked them what
they thought?
Shirley, caretaker, Burnfoot Hub:
Gail,
“It is always nice to see the young
Activity Agreement Coordinator:
people having fun”
Ali, senior manager, SB Cares:
“ Interest Link Roxburgh is a vital
service providing friendships to people who would otherwise be socially
isolated. The service is valued within
the community as it gives the people
who use it the opportunity to take
part in activities in a person centred
manner enabling them to realise
their full potential and achieve their
goals and aspirations in life”.

Carla, Manager, Wild Woods
“Regularly welcoming Interest Link
to Ruberslaw Wild Woods Camping
Hub and environs is the personifica“Interest Link is fantastic and
tion of our core values. We are very
friendly organisation and always
happy to enable youngsters of any
caring for our young people, to help age to connect with nature, which
them consolidate their activity agree- we know promotes good health and
ment and ticking a box for enhanc- wellbeing whilst reducing stress and
ing social skills.”
promoting social inclusion.
Ruberslaw Wild Woods has educational and recreational opportunities
everywhere in the walled garden,
woods, and fields of our 500 acre
site, and we are very glad to assist
Interest Link in supporting children
and young people along the path to
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Extended Family Circle
Les, David, Avril and Lynne and Sam
A Friendship Circle begins with relationships. Each individual in that
circle has the capacity to contribute something positive to someone else`s
life. Their personal qualities enhance and broaden the bond that grows.
Although Interest Link was instrumental in bringing two people together
initially, it is people who choose to open their hearts as they journey
through life. A wider, deeper relationship developed over 10 years between 5 people, a volunteer, a service user, a wife, a sister and a child.
“ A circle of trust ”
A family unit that really works, the respect for each other is apparent.
Les enjoys the time he spends with David. David is a person who he
looks up too, a role model, a person who offers sound advice, if that advice is sought. A volunteer who
reached out to give something back, a volunteer who has compassion and drive to do the best job he can.
A volunteer who doesn’t always accept the deep impact he has had on the service user’s life and his family.
A sister Lynne who has grown to trust the volunteer and feels secure in the knowledge that the link has a
positive impact on her brother’s life in many different
ways. Steering and guiding Les as the friendship has developed. Someone who she can confide in.
A wife, Avril who was the very person who suggested to
her husband that he might think about a fulfilling role as a
volunteer. Little did she know that this fulfilled role would
span over a decade. A relationship that has developed into
a meaningful, and caring relationship. A relationship that
has been founded on trust. A relationship that she has become a part of. A friendship between two strong women
Lynne and Avril.
A child who has benefited greatly. He has a relationship
with 4 special people who have travelled through life from
childhood to adulthood, sharing birthdays, celebrations relationships, school, university and graduation.
He has become the centre of all of their lives. Relationships that have evolved naturally and have become
meaningful.
“An extended family is created from people, who open their hearts as they journey through life”
An extended family circle is a link to the past and a link to our future.
A journey and a mutual agreement with each other that these special moments can be shared and remembered.
A bond that still remains strong to this day. Unaware of the capacity they have to reach out to each other.
A bond that has enriched with time.
What is most important in life ,
“ Tis people, Tis People, Tis people”
As a Branch Co-ordinator it is wonderful to have initiated this friendship and a privilege to be part of this
very special “extended friendship circle.” I never dreamt I would be writing this story about 5 incredible
individuals who make my job so worthwhile and meaningful.
Family Circles begin with relationships and that is certainly how these five wonderful, giving, positive
people ended up getting to know each other.
An expression of love and encouragement from extended family members have provided the right influence to support each other through many demanding times in their lives.
An extended family enlarges you, makes you bigger and makes you more.
Val Reilly, Branch Coordinator, Interest Link Roxburgh
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We wanted to explore key areas where our group members clearly benefitted. From a series
of responses from peer mentors, carers, and volunteers we take a look at the responses

CREATIVITY—the use of imagination or original ideas to create something;
inventiveness

Catarina: “A new chal- it has been even more
lenge was making the fun recently being alwooden figurines, I
lowed to play my guitar
liked colouring them. I
enjoy acting as well.”

Josh said: “We get to
make lots of things. I
especially enjoyed
making the Victorian
treats and toys.”

Olivia: “I like being
creative through my
acting. It is something
that is really fun for
me.”

Being creative (below) is often a group participation activity, while Kacey (left)
enjoys working things out
on her own

Ryan: “I liked it in the
pantomime when I got
Dave: “During my time
to use my own sense of
with the group I have
humour.”
learned to act I have
even enjoyed the opSarah Y: “The acting
portunity to manage the side of the sessions
art of willow making.”
helps me become creaLewis: “Being part of tive.”
Interest Link has certainly brought out a lot Scott: “I love being
of creative skills from involved in the group. I
within me that I didn’t am always given the
opportunity to sing, and
know I had.”

DECISION MAKING—the action or process of making important decisions.
Sarah—I ensured that a group of members who didn’t get on were kept
apart from each other which ensured a happy atmosphere and balance
within the group.”
Olivia: “I like being part of a group but I also enjoy when I have the opportunity to put forward my thoughts and opinions.”

Parent: “Our son indicated that he was confident to attend
an overnight away trip. It was good he was able to say
that.”
Scott: “I don’t find myself involved in making a lot of the
decisions but I am more than happy to go along with the
decisions that are made.”
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FEEL GOOD—causing a feeling of happiness and well-being

Luke: Peer Mentor

feel happy, confident, I feel amazing.”

“When I am on bus escort duty, I
work well with Josh. We support
each other to ensure that all the service users are happy and safe and
having fun.”

Ryan: “I feel happy in the group. I
enjoy getting out, I also enjoy the
good company.”

Sarah Y: “Being in the group makes
Dave: “Every time I am with Scott I
me feel good – I enjoy the group, it
teach him new skills. I have learned
makes me feel happy and helped me
to slow down in life, I enjoy seeing
the youngsters getting the most out of
Parent: “It’s a wonderful opportunity
life and feel that I have helped.”
for people who would normally be
Carer: “Allows Helen to engage in
unsure of going out and about, a fanfun activities.”
tastic group.”
Catarina: “– I feel more confident
Support worker: “Fiona chats all the
near my friends my self-esteem is
time about the Caledonia Group.”
good and I feel comfortable.”
Olivia: “When I am at the group I

NEW CHALLENGES—to do something that may be difficult or impossible.
Katie and Mum “I get unique experiences that I don’t get anywhere
else.”
Ryan: “I enjoyed making the Wind
in the Willows head. I really enjoyed playing the Big Bad Pig in the
pantomime, I liked presenting the
final product.”
Sarah Y: “– I am able to participate in
so much many more activities, Mrs
Browns Boys, Wild Woods.”
Sco : “– it was my first time working with willows, and another opportunity to enjoy acting.”
Parent: “Russell loves the different
social activities he is able to participate in while part of the group.”
Carer: “As a carer it is great to see
Katherine out and about, meeting
new people, doing new things.”
Parent: “As a new activity my son
has said he would like to go with the
group to watch a pantomime.”
Matthew’s parent: “I think that it

helps him as he’s outside the home
– away from the TV and other electronic gadgets, being part of the
community where he fits in.”
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RESPECT—a feeling of deep admiration for someone or something elicited by
their abilities, qualities, or achievements.

Carer: “I enjoy attending the parents Sarah Y: “I enjoy going, I get on
evenings. It is great to see what the with everyone and like listening
group has been up to and to see how to what others say .”
happy all the children are.”
Scott: “I have no issues with
Blair and Mum “There is no stigma- any-one.”
tising, I am accepted as an equal and
included. I have the opportunity to
Dave, support worker for Scott:
try everything and that is great.”
“ I can only assist and treat
them how I want to be treated,
Olivia: “I accept other people,
as an adult and not to do
friends mean a lot to me.”
different things to others and
that things are achievable.”
Parent: “I have a lot of respect
for Interest Link. It is one of the
few nights that Russell gets out
the house on his own in a
month.”

Parent: “We feel our daughter is
included, nurtured and
respected. She has built up a
level of inde-pendence which is
important for her mental health
and well be-ing.”

TEAM WORK - the combined action of a group, especially when effective and efficient.
Katie—”Having fun, sharing experiences, helping each other.”
Catarina: “I like to work as a team
with my friends.”
Olivia: “I like working as part of a
team. It is great when we achieve
things together.”
Sarah Y: “Helping Jade when we
are travelling from Jed to Hawick
makes me feel good. It is important
to support each other.”
Scott: “It’s good when we achieve
things together.”
Parents: “It is great to attend the
parents evening where we get to see
what everyone has been doing together and how Katie has been mixing with others. It is nice to see her
learning to be part of a group.”
Parent: “I like the friendship of the
group. Everyone takes part.”

Parent: “My son enjoys being part
of the group and feels valued as
part of the group.”
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Tutors stories
James Lubbock

JUST JAMES
Working with his hands and natural
materials is a skill James brings to the fore
James Lubbock has quickly become a firm fixture with Interest
Link Roxburgh. In recent years he
has been brought in to make bogies, reindeer and to encourage
the group members to be creative
with their hands. We asked for his
opinions.

Looking at how the groups have
coped with some of the activities
he has lead James said: “I think
the current themes and activities
work well within the group. Everyone always seems to rise to the
challenge and always exceed expectations.”

“I feel the service and the activiJames has looked at offering garties helps the group members open dening as a new activity for group
up and this encourages socialising members.
and new experiences.”
Summing up his experiences of
“Being involved has given me a
being a tutor with Interest Link.
new understanding of mixed abili- James added: “It has been a fanties and the understanding of what tastic experience, and it benefits
can and can’t be achieved by all
users, tutors and volunteers.”
users. I have also learned not to
“I have learned not to
underestimate people’s abilities.”
James keeps returning as he experiences a huge level of fun, enjoyment and individual learning.”

underestimate
people’s abilities”

Offering his
skills at Wild
Woods has
proved to be a
great deal of
fun for James
and the group
members.

Graham Ford

NURTURING TALENT
Graham loves unearthing hidden skills
Graham has written and produced
four different films for Interest Link
in recent years.

members faces when each film is
shown at the end of a season. The
look of pride and surprise is priceless.

He said: “Interest Link gives people
the chance to shine in an environment
where they feel they are not going to
be judged, they have a chance to
emerge from the shadows.”

He said: “The level of dedication, and
talent within the group is fantastic and
I always believe given someone a
chance helps them blossom and develop confidence.”

“I have learned that writing a script
and adapting it to suit the performers
is crucial. The ability to adapt is important but also through this I have
learned a great deal.”

“I certainly feel the themes and activities offered work well for each group.
There is a greet deal of consideration
and planning put into each session and
the always work well.”

Having performed in, written and
produced shows locally Graham enjoys the look on parents and family

Summing up Graham said: “Interest
Link is a group that enables people to
step up and shine.”

Graham (back row extreme right) has
helped produce shows for Interest
Link and has also been involved in
producing review magazines and
newspapers for the organisation.
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Personal stories

A WHOLE NEW WORLD
FOR CHRIS AND JOHN
Seven years ago the Lion King was
showing in Edinburgh. It was also the
first time Chris Bandeen went on a trip
with his new link John.
It was a moment that would open up ‘a
whole new world’ for Chris.
Fast
forward
and just
as the
new
Lion
King
film hit
the big
screen this summer it was an opportunity for Chris to reflect on a period that
ha completely changed his life.

burgh regularly with John acting as a
gym buddy.

over and ask if
we could have
our picture taken.
“I have always felt a good connection
He couldn’t have
with John and I enjoy doing things with been nicer and it
him. He is someone I trust, someone I
certainly made
feel safe around and without him my
the whole experiworld would be a whole lot smaller.” he ence even more
added.
special.”
The trust and confidence development
has led to Chris becoming more creative. “I have tried doing things I would
never have tried. I have been to new
places including places suggested by
John such as the Scottish Mining Museum. Initially I wasn’t convinced I would
like it but I am glad I went it was really
interesting.”

Chris also plans
to write a ‘thank
you’ letter to John for all his time over
the years.
Branch coordinator Val said: “What is
great about Chris is that he doesn’t see
that he has a disability. He is an incredibly determined and adaptable and both
Chris and John rock off each other.”

Anxiety issues have also held Chris
back previously, but with John by his
side it has all changed. Chris added:
“One of the biggest moments was when
I was on the Borders Railway for the
first time. I could never have done that
on my own. Even when we went on the
Both are planning to go see the film
train it was quite busy and I was nervous
again. But that has been just one trip
but John reassured me. I hope the reason
amongst many fabulous adventures for John keeps coming back to meet up with
both.
me is because he also enjoys my friendly nature. I am definitely a different
Chris added: “If it wasn’t for Interest
The trips have included—The Jersey
Link I certainly wouldn’t have been able person being around him.”
to visit many if any of these places. The One if the highlights of the time togeth- Boys; Joseph and the Technicolour
thing is I just love getting out and
Coat; Kielder Birds of Prey; The Kelpies
er was Chris being able to attend a
about.”
Scotland rugby international at Murray- and Falkirk Wheel; Sco sh Mining Museum; Rugby Interna onal at MurrayThe pair meet up every two weeks, and field and meeting the legendary Scotland
and
British
Lions
star
Chris
Paterﬁeld; Beamish; Edinburgh Zoo; Ibrox
have done for seven years. The two have
son. Chris added: “When we spotted
Tour; Edinburgh Ta oo and many more
also attended the fitness gym at Jedhim we took the chance to shout him
Chris, 32, said: “I was quite nervous
ahead of meeting John for the first time
and the whole experience was strange at
first. But once I got to know him, and no
doubt her got to know me, it was fine.”

At the
V&A in
Dundee
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Leaders stories

Leanne’s
Victorian Values
Leanne Haining was
brought on board to
help develop the Victorian project with
the Children’s Group.
She took great pleasure watching the
group members learn
new skills and work
together as a team.
Being involved also
helped Leanne learn
to be more diverse
and use different
skills within a group
work setting.
Leanne said: “I enjoyed watching the
children grow into
their own space and
gain the confidence

to share ideas. It was
also nice to see the
personal satisfaction
when they helped
with the food tasting
session. I enjoyed the
opportunity to share
all the work we had
completed with the
parents when everyone joined us at the
family night.”

the Victorian project.
Leanne added: “It
was great having our
own base to work in
and this combined
with our own theme
to work towards combined well.”

Leanne is keen to
return to work with
the group and has
already put forward
It was an evening that some other suggeswasn’t lost on the
tions including activiparents and other
ties from exercise,
family members eimusic, art, crafts,
cooking, and perhaps
ther.
themed dancing.
The setting at Wild
Woods proved to be Given the Victorian
an ideal location for project success it
the development of
won’t be too long.

Anna puts the fun into the
outdoors
“I like to offer the
children the opportunity to try out things
they wouldn’t get the
chance to do at
home.”

behind what Anna
brings to the party.
It is the opportunity
for young people to
try something different, and doing these
activities outdoors.

Leanne Haining

toilet rolls. Or perhaps
cooking marshmallows over an open
fire.

Anna said: “When the
sessions end I feel a
The words of
bit down as I really
‘Outdoor Woman’
enjoy delivering them
Anna likes to have
Anna Craigen.
and giving young peoparticipants in the
ple something I alFor the last few years woodlands. They may ways enjoyed doing as
she has been deliver- be set the task of cre- a youngster. Being
ing activities for the
ating a den, playing
outdoors and being
children ‘s and youth hide and seek, making creative. I give them
group.
bows and arrows.
the chance to enjoy
Seen as someone who There are no gadgets, the wildlife and their
brings a level of fun
no computers, and no- surroundings in a way
and silliness. There is one is wrapped up in they are perhaps not
used too.”
a something very seri- cotton wool. More
ous and important
likely to be wrapped
up as mummies using

“It is very rewarding to be

involved with such a fab
project-I look forward to
coming again- I just love the
fun we all have.”
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Personal stories

A cuppa and a chat are just
perfect for Pat and Margaret
Enjoying a brew and a blether has been
the perfect format for Pat and Margaret
to be companions for the last 17 years.
The longest lasting link formed by the
Roxburgh Branch is based on a simple
format.

Pat has got a lot from our link but so
have I and it is this that I never anticipated when the link began. Pat has been
there for me in a bigger way than I could
ever have imagined”

Discussing the format Margaret said:
“We mainly meet up for a coffee, or
Margaret said: “We first met together 17 lunch, but sometimes we may go out
years at the Interest Link office in Haw- shopping. That is the foundations of our
ick. What struck me from the off
was that Pat had no desire to be
overly energetic, and neither did I. I
had been through a difficult period
in my life because of bereavement
and I needed to do something to get
me out the house. I felt if I could
give a wee bit into the community it
would lift me, and it certainly did.”
Both discovered they had similar
mindsets and characteristics and it
is this that has really become a
strength.
Margaret said: “There are times if
one of us isn’t feeling right we can support each other. We meet every three
weeks when we first began to meet I also
worked as First Aid volunteer and we
simply worked around that. I have always found that I enjoyed Pat’s company, and I have been able to get conversations out of her that she wouldn’t share
with her carer or her sister. I know that

now though is that she
now has many more people whom
she meets up with, and I genuinely
believe that our link has helped
develop her confidence to make
other things happen.”
“There have been huge changes in both
our lives through the link. Pat has
changed massively and has certainly
come more out of herself. There have
been ups and downs on both sides
and we know when to give each
other a jolt.”
Branch coordinator Val said: “To
have created a link that has spawned
17 years is just incredible. When
they first met together I felt it was a
win win situation . But you hope
and pray that it works out. But it is
Pat and Margaret that have made it
so successful. There have been
stumbles along the way, and sometimes links need to be oiled.”

friendship. Recently we travelled to Gal- While Margaret added: “The level of
support offered through Interest Link has
ashiels as Pat needed shoes ahead of a
always been incredibly important and we
wedding.”
have always been offered to be part of
Initially when the pair began to meet up events including trips to Ford and Etal
every third Friday it was the only source and to the friendship day.”
of companionship Pat had. She would
spend much of the rest of the time on her
Graham Ford
own. Margaret said: “The great thing

A wonderful friendship
Sadly earlier
this year we
lost one of our
fabulous and
committed
volunteers.
She had been
linked with
Rhona for
many years.
Branch coordi-

In Appreciation

nator Val said: “We remember all the good times we
had with Cecilia and the
wonderful friendship created
with Rhona. She loved attending the annual coffee
morning. She will be sadly
missed and fondly remembered.”
Thank you for everything Cecilia.
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Family Night
The Children’s Group held a Victorian family night at Wild Woods—
celebrating the project run by Leanne Haining. We went along to catch
up with family members, try out some of the lovely Victorian food and
enjoy some of the outdoor activities on offer from Anna Craigie
Paula’s excitement is
contagious

Stuart, Paula and Debbie

Paula has been part of the
Children’s Group for almost four years. Her parents have certainly noticed
her emerging more from
her shell during this time.

fortnight she certainly
looks forward to being in
the group and when she
gets home afterwards she
likes to tell us what she
has been up to,”

Mum, Debbie said: “When
she used to come home
from school she used to sit
in the house and that was
it. Now she has something
to look forward to. Every

While dad Stuart added:
“The group really is a
great thing. It makes Paula
think different. She is so
much happier about herself.”

Ka e is following in other family members footsteps and loves having
something to look forward to

“Katie is really limited with
Katie has been part of the
children’s Group for over 18 the amount of social activities she can do in the commonths.
munity. This is something
Her dad Neil said: “I can
she really gets excited about
remember how she was and doing. She has no issues
can now see a real differhere, she can be herself, no
ence. She has grown in con- stress, no hassle.”
fidence it is noticeable. She
She added: “Other family
looks forward to attending
members have also been
and it certainly helps her
focus ahead. It is something part of Interest Link as well
she really looks forward to.” and they have greatly benefitted from the project.”
While mum Lesley said:

Lesley, Katie and Neil
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Family Night
Dad Brian was already sold on the group and delighted to see Gemma
join in

Gemma’s dad Brian had no hesitation in agreeing for his daughter to become part of the Children’s Group.

the opportunity for Gemma I
didn’t hesitate. I knew Gemma
would fit in and I have seen a lot
of changes in her already despite
her only having been part of the
He had already become aware of
group for four months.”
the group through his role as a
taxi driver.
Sister Shauna has also noticed a
significant and positive differBrian recalled: “I remember
ence in her little sister. She said:
driving other group members to
“She has certainly opened out a
the activities. I was always
lot more, and this has come
aware of the level of excitement
about through her being around
prior to the sessions. It was almore children. She is also much
ways even louder on the way
calmer now at home, and I love
home when the children were
seeing her much more happy
full of chatter. There was no
with herself. She tells me what
need to sell the group to me.”
she has been up to, when she
He added: “When I heard about
comes home.”

Gemma, Brian and sister Shauna

Kacey is so much happier, much more smiley and is genuinely excited
to be part of the group
Kacey is a completely different
girl since she joined the Children’s Group almost three years
ago.
Her mum Amanda said: “Kacey
was all over the place back
then, prior to joining the group.
Now she is not as shouty, she is
much more happy, and her behaviour is so much better.”

sult is also able to speak to
them at school. It has given her
the confidence to speak to people and she certainly is no longer shy.”

Her father William said: “She is
good at chatting to people, and
she is always so upbeat on the
Sunday ahead of the Monday
and Interest Link. After school
she is hugely excited to be goShe added: “When she knows
ing out. What a big achieveInterest Link is coming that
ment to see in your child after
week her face is full of smiles
they have been part of the
and she is genuinely excited..
group. It opens up so many
She loves coming here (to Wild horizons of activities trying
Woods.” Her sister Adele said: things they have never tried.”
“She has made a lot of friends
since coming here and as a re-

Kacey, dad William, mum Amanda
and seated big sister Adele
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Links
Olivia and Barbara
Barbara and Olivia:
Teenage Link visits have included St Abbs, Abbotsford,
Hawick Park, Bowhill
Barbara: Volunteer:
“Our trips have gone really well
and we both have had great
days out. Olivia is a gift of a
young woman to be paired with.
We have been on some interesting days out and had fun together”
Mum/Carer Viv says :
“ it has given her confidence,
ability to meet new friends and
lots of interesting activities. She
has also been given the chance

to have a new friend in Barbara
with their outings.”
“ It has been amazing to watch
the confidence and building of
self-esteem in the youngsters
that attend Interest Link. My
daughter misses out socially so
this has provided her with fantastic opportunities and is led by
Val Reilly and her fantastic
team. Thank you Interest Link
for making a very happy daughter/ mum and providing a safe
fun environment for our young
people”

Niamh and Frances
Frances and Niamh Teenage Link, Pizza,
cinema, walking with Alpacas, Cookery
classes, Theatre visits
Frances: Volunteer
Frances:
“Buddying Niamh to complete her wish list
is great, to give her support to achieve the
following, walking with Alpacas, going on
a bus to Carlisle, to Pizza Hut Niamh’s favourite place. I give her support to complete her dreams”
Niamh: Service User
“ I find Frances
easy to talk to her,
she is lovely and
understanding and
friendly and I like
doing things with
her “

Lucy and Irene
Lucy and Irene: Adult
Link visits have included an array of spectacular theatre productions
in Edinburgh Playhouse
and Festival Theatre and
catching up with each
over coffees, lunches
and suppers. Kelso
Show
Lucy: Service User
“ I like meeting up with
Irene because we have
good laughs and I like
going out with her to
Shows in Edinburgh and
something to eat ”
Irene: Volunteer:
“ Lucy and I get on
well. Been a Buddy for
Lucy for a few years
now. She confides in me

if she has things that
bother her. We have fun
and laugh when we are

out”
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Links
Sarah and Lynne

Jade and Jill

Sarah and Lynne
Adult Link, Swimming days out in Jedburgh, Peebles Hydro,
walking visiting places of interest,
Harestanes,
Sarah: Service User
“ I enjoy going out
and about with Lynne
we have lots of fun “
Lynne: Volunteer
“Sarah makes a wonderful friend. She is
always cheerful and
positive and cares

about other people’s
feelings wherever
whatever we are doing. She is great company and she looks
after me as much as I
look after her. One of
the best things is that
we are always learning something new
about each other
which makes the
friendship stimulating
and special “

Margaret and Pat
Margaret and Pat:
Adult Volunteer link
-: Activities coffee
and chats in Hawick
and Galashiels over
17 years every fortnight
Margaret On Dictaphone
Pat: Service user:
“ I enjoy having
someone to go out

with. I see Margaret
as a soul mate and a
friend over the last
17 years. We have
lovely chats and can
confide in each other,
and we have great
fun and enjoy being
with each other”

Jade and Jill: Teenage
Link:
Visits have included
Kelso Show, Dog
shows, Visiting animal
rescue centres, Dog trials, Horse Gymkhanas,
Harestanes, special
cafes for a pot of tea for
two, walking with Alpacas
Jill: Volunteer
“I have enjoyed meeting
up with Jade for a few
years now, since she
was a little girl, since
she is way taller than
me. Jade has matured a
lot, but one thing that
never changes is that we
enjoy a chat over a nice
cup of tea. Our highlight
this year was the walk
with Alpacas near
Denholm. We all including the alpaca enjoyed getting out into
the countryside, and of
course having a cup of
tea with the owner.

There were dogs too, a
love of which Jade and I
have in common. My
hope is that Jade enjoys
going to new places and
if I give her confidence
to try things then that is
an ample reward for
me”
Jade: Service User
“I love going out with
my granny buddy. We
have good chats and
cakes and cups of tea.”

Jodie and Adele
Jodie and Adele:
Teenage Link
currently on maternity
leave
Jodie: Volunteer:
“ I have been amazed
at how far she has
come, she has improved her social skills

by meeting up with me
and having chats over
coffee.”
Adele: Service User:
“ I had really good fun
getting to know Jodie,
it helped my mental
health get better, and I
had fun”.
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Links
Chris and John
John : Volunteer Adult Link
“I have been meeting Chris for
some twelve years during which
we have shared many experiences and our friendship has grown.
I hope I am seen as a friend as
opposed to support staff. Chris
likes to visit coffee shops, the
theatre, the gym and other and
other attractions such as museums, parks and concerts. Most of
our theatre visits are to Musicals
and Chris and I usually end up
singing aloud to the songs along
with other members of the audience. We both like country and
western music so our car journeys to events inevitably see us
singing along to the well-known
music. What we look like to cars

Gemma and Mary
New Adult Link Mary and Gemma
Mary Volunteer:
“ Gemma is an angel to go out
with , and I enjoy going out with
her to spend time together”
Gemma:
Thumbs up from Gemma
Norma: Mum:
“ Although it is a fairly new connection she has enjoyed being with
Mary and looks forward to their
outings”.

coming the other way I do not
know!
We have actually lost count of
the places and events we have
visited. The Kelso Show comes
to mind as Chris likes horses.
Unfortunately he fell off a couple
of years ago and broke his hip.
He finds walking difficult but it

has not stopped us enjoying ourselves. It just takes a little more
time. The support off interest
link is greatly appreciated and I
would not have become involved
if it wasn’t for someone suggesting it to me. Val does a sterling
job of organising us, arranging
tickets etc. and I have to say that
I think I get as much out of our
visits as Chris does.”
Visits include:
Kielder, Dynamic Earth Edinburgh, Mining museum, National
Museum of Scotland, Tattoo, 6
Nations Rugby Match being the
ultimate highlight,
Concerts and theatres galore including Lion King on stage Kelpies, Falkirk Wheel, train ride

Family & Friends gather for the premiere of
Mrs Brown’s Boys
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Volunteers
Volunteers

are the lifeblood of any organisation and Interest Link is
indebted to the commitment and enthusiasm of ours. We put a few
questions to three of them
Ged has been a valued
volunteer for a number
of years.
Asked about his volunteering, Ged said: “I
like to help others, and
after every session, seeing the faces of everyone, so happy and feeling accomplished,
makes me feel very satisfied.”
What Ged gets from satisfaction is
summed up in one word—
satisfaction.
Being a volunteer has helped Ged
develop new skills. He said: “I have
learned to be very patient and I have
brought my people skills, which I
learned through other jobs.”

An important part of the volunteer role is support. Ged was
more than satisfied with this
from the branch coordinator.
“Very much so, I am always
comfortable with the support
offered.”
He added “Being a volunteer at
56 has also had a significant impact
on me personally since becoming a
father again.”

Ged Smith

an approach when working with people with learning difficulties, but
through volunteering I have continued to develop my skills further.”
But he definitely felt being a volunteer had changed him as a person, for
the better.
Summing up he said: “I simply love
to see the big smiles on the faces at
the end of each session.”

He added: Being involved has motivated me to continue volunteering. I
have seen so many of the group
members come on a bundle in recent
times.”
Being experienced at working in the
care sector, Ged said: “I already had

Magdalena
Magdalena’s reason for volunteering with the youth group is fabulous “I love helping people, I feel
appreciated and valued.”
And being a volunteer “is a good
time and a good laugh.”

Appreciation isn’t just felt through
group members “I always feel the
coordinator values and appreciates
my involvement and input and that
certainly makes a difference.”

Looking at volunteering and the
impact it has on her personal life,
Magdalena (pictured below left)
Magdalena said: “When I attend
added: “Being a volunteer has
my volunteering I feel relaxed and
helped me learn important skills in
have a good time, I am able to forpatience, active listening and beget my own life and this is good.”
coming a good communicator.”
Through volunteering Magdalena has continued in her role; “It
has provided many exciting sessions and helped me meet lots
of nice people including finding
out more about some people I
already knew.”

ferent levels of communication abilities
has brought with it
some valuable life
lessons for Magdalena. And working
with someone with a learning disability has “learned me to be patient
and appreciate their hard work.”
The role of volunteering has also
helped shape Magdalena. “I certainly feel I have changed as a person, certainly for the better and I
have a much greater appreciation
for life.”

The age gap between volunteers
and group members can be a factor,
Magdalena was asked if this made
a difference, she added: “I certainly
Through my role I have also
don’t feel different. Having chilbecome more understanding and
dren of my own certainly helps
hopefully a better person.”
with the different understanding
Working with people with dif- between the age group.”
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Volunteers
Ros has become a regular and
very welcome face within the
Youth Group in recent years. She
was delighted to be able to share
her thoughts on being a volunteer.

support. She is great to get on
with, very motivational and she
always keeps me informed of
everything that is going on and
forthcoming plans or the group.”

The group members have also
When asked why she has rehad a big impact on Ros, she addmained a committed volunteer,
ed: “The group members are all
she said: “The whole atmosphere just great to get along with it realwithin the group is really enjoya- ly is a lovely group.”
ble and this combined with lots
of different activities makes it a Ros was also happy to point out
really enjoyable experience.” She that being part of the group
also felt that the different experi- helped her develop her patience
and learn more about team work.
ences ensured that not only was
she putting something into the
When working with someone
group but also coming away with with a learning disability Ros
a great feeling following each
found she had no real different
session.”
approach. She said: “I always
treat everyone the same, and also
“Through being a volunteer I
have also enhanced my skills in respect that everyone is an individual.”
being able to organise and to
communicate in different ways
and at different levels.”
A strong group coordinator has
also proved beneficial. Ros added: “Val is always there to offer

had a big
impact on
my mental
health.”

Ros Mundell

When
asked to
sum up
her volunteering role in one sentence, Ros
said: “It is wonderful to be part of
such an inspiring group.”
And when asked about her
thoughts on the age gap between
volunteers and group members
she added: “I can get on with all
ages. I think that comes from life
experience.”

She added: “Being a volunteer
has certainly changed me as a
person. I have always felt welcomed, it has made me a very
enthusiastic person and certainly

Lewis is a volunteer with the Youth Group, he is also the go-to cameraman when films are being created. His brother Logan also benefits from the links service. He said: “ Volunteering

means also a lot to me Logan’s brother. I enjoy helping others and get a real
buzz from seeing how much enjoyment service users get from the groups I
help with.”

Friendship Day
The annual Interest Link Borders friendship day is
held on an annual basis at Langlee Community Centre in Galashiels. It is a yearly opportunity to bring all
four branches together from across the Scottish Borders.
Roxburgh links and groups are always well represented at the day which sees a series of workshops, a
mass lunch and mas activities. They have been supporting the day for an incredible 11 years with the
annual celebration often attracting 70 people.
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The Two Amigos
When Roger Hemming first met
Macauley five years ago Maculey
described himself as a shy little
boy. Fast forward through time and
a whole host of trips and
adventures and that shy little boy
has now struck up an incredible
friendship, taken a much closer
look at the hills and countryside in
and around Haw-ick and gained the
skills and confi-dence to work as a
volunteer in a lo-cal shop for the
last three years.

Burnfoot, sadly it didn’t but that
did not matter” and the one-to-one
nature of the sessions certainly
appealed to Macauley. He added:
“I was just happy at the chance to
have one-to-one support.”

role at Oxfam for three years. Attending every Wednesday afternoon. This link was organised by
Roger. Roger said: “McCauley has
blossomed due to his interests and
adventures. I would like to think
his volunteering role could evenFrom the humble beginnings the
tually lead to paid employment
outdoor activities soon took off .
and I genuinely believe this can
This began with a climb to Fatlips happen.”
Castle, followed by another trek,
this time up Ruberslaw. Hills pro- While McCauley said: “Without
gressed to railways and while
this link with Roger so many
Roger was excellent and offering things simply would never have
local knowledge to Macauley he
happened.”
added: “I also enjoyed learning a
few things from him.”

The first steps in the link came
when Roger walked through the
door of the of RAVS (the Roxburgh Association of Voluntary
Graham Ford
Services) he was there to enquire Anyone with a sense of outdoor
about possible volunteering oppor- adventure knows that planning as
part of the experience. One of the Watch a slideshow of their
tunities.
challenges involved exploring the expeditions
The staff member pointed him in former railway tunnel at Whitrope,
the direction of Interest Link. A
which included the hilarious expephone call, a cup of coffee and a
rience of being chased by a pig.
chat with Val Reilly later and the Other trips included the Piennal
fledgling link was ready to break Heuch monument and a plan to
free from its shell. Roger’s vast
climb Penchrise Hill. Roger exknowledge and experience of the plained: “When we were going up
outdoors led Val to lean towards
to Penchrise I hadn’t realised we
forming the link with Macauley.
would be going through the former Stobs camp And this led to an
The first couple of times the two
exploration and appreciation of
met there was no outdoor activity.
the former |World War camp. It
But Roger did introduce Macauley
was also fabulous to return to
to his first new experience –Air Fix
some of the locations I hadn’t vismodels—together they visited a
ited for years. It gave me a whole
shop in Galashiels, and spent an
new appreciation of so many difenjoyable few sessions making the
ferent places.”
Spitfire at the Burnfoot Hub. Roger said: “We ran out of glue while While Macauley added: “I can
trying to put the model together
remember the visit to Fatlips Casand it wasn’t 100 per cent success- tle and the wind whistling through
ful , but it was very enjoyable.”
the building. I have loved trying
While Macauley said: “This was
so many new experiences with
the first time I had ever tried mak- Roger and visiting so many differing a model. I was quite happy and ent places.”
it made me feel good.”
The friendship has helped MaRoger also had a go at teaching his cauley grow as a person and he
new friend how to play chess add- has now held down a volunteer
ing: I secretly hoped it would lead
to a group being established at
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THE GOLDEN GIRLS
By Graham Ford

Looking at
the closeness
between them
all. Christine
said: “Just to
spend time
We grabbed a chance to catch up with Nan is really nice. I enjoy
with the ‘Golden Girls’ on a wet her company and I know that she
Saturday morning just before all also gets a lot out of it. She is
four were heading off on a trip to also able to get out and about in
Abbotsford House courtesy of
the community doing different
Teviot Wheels. Yet another fabu- things. I have always enjoyed
lous example of Interest Link
volunteering my time to be with
organisation.
her.”
Looking back on a friendship that Janet said: “It is a privilege to
has stretched back almost 30
support Mary, it always is. Both
years.
Mary and Nan always bring a
smile to your face.”
Both
Christine
While Christine quickly said:
and Janet
“There is something about being
first got
with Nan that just suits me. It has
to know
each oth“We have built up
er when
trust together and
they both
worked
that means we get
for Ark
the best from each
Housing.
Christine
said:
also been nice to see her develop
“My
as a person. She has become a bit
connecmore confident and is certainly
tion with
coming out of hr shell. I have
Nan also
always felt that when I am with
came
Nan I try not to be her carer I
through
want it to be a friendship. We
Ark
have built up trust together and
Housing where I used to support that means we get the best from
her. Since I retired four years ago each other.”
the friendship has grown strongMary has become one of Janet’s
er.”
family. She said: “Mary is inWhile Janet said: “I initially sup- cluded in family evets. She will
ported Anne Elliot Sadly she
always speak to other members
passed away and it seemed that I of my family if we are out on the
inherited Mary.
street and she spots them. She

certainly opens up more when
she is out with me and she certainly loves to know what is going on. I think I help develop
Mary’s confidence by including
her in conversations and at times
it an be a challenge but a good
one.”
As with any long term link all
parties need to get something
from it for it to be a success and
not feel like a chore.
Christine said: “Without a doubt
the link has opened doors for
both of us. There are places I
would never have visited if it
wasn’t for Nan. It has been really
good for me.”
While Janet added: “It is amazing, I just can’t explain it. One
thing I love is each year we have
the Friendship Day when everyone from across the Scottish Borders comes together and we are
always well looked after.”
Asked if there was anything that
could be improved abut the Interest Link support. Christine felt
that more people should step forward as volunteers so more people could benefit.” While Janet
said: “One of the biggest
strengths is it gets people out the
house. Without this some people
would simply sit and vegetate.”
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CONNECT 4
Connecting two people together with
a common interest to form a link is
always a special moment.
But when the link becomes four-way
it is something quite amazing.
That has been the case with Derek,
Ronnie, Daniel and Logan also
known as ‘the famous four’ who
have been enjoying each others
company and exploring many parts
of Scotland together for quite a few
years .
Looking back decade ago, Derek
said: “Ten years ago , I was initially
looking for something to do as a volunteer. I spotted Interest Link and a
discussion followed with Val. She
linked me up with Logan and when
we were in Galashiels she got me
speaking with Ronnie and things
began moving from there. Although
we didn’t initially work together as a
four the seed was planted.” Ronnie
added: “I had already worked with
one or two guys before being linked
with Danny. Now every two months
all four of us meet together.”
Reflecting on the early days of he
link with Logan, Derek said: “We
would maybe go swimming together
at Jedburgh or visit the cinema at
Galashiels. It was a lot of local stuff,
nothing too intense.
But spotting the potential of something special, Roxburgh Coordinator
Val said: “I decided to take something of a risk by creating the 4-way
link. What I had realised was that
both the men Derek and Ronnie
were very much outdoor characters
and while this was the initial connection, it is something that has remained the strength throughout.”
Ronnie said: “Every two months the
four of us do something together
and it has been like this for some
time now. Occasionally we may do
something as a pair but now it is
very much he case of coming together.”

“ I decided to take some-

thing of a risk by creating
the 4-way link. “

One of the strengths of the link has
been the level of organisation behind them.
Ronnie said: “We are often three
or four months ahead in our ideas
and planning. We are always discussing ideas and we are grateful
to Val for that incredible level of
support.”
Derek added: “We are now very
much at the stage of the process
where we are more inclined to check
what we are not able to do as we
are continually looking to take things
to a new level. We are always aware
of barriers. The strength of coming
to-

gether as a four is that the boys can
support and encourage each other
while Ronnie and I can work together where we can discuss ideas and
look ahead together.”
The sense of adventure has grown
over the years and now the
four are keen to spread
their wings. Recent trips
have included the Kelpies
(pictured) near Falkirk while
another challenge slightly
closer to home pushed
Derek literally to new
heights.
Recalling the visit to Go
Ape neat Innerleithen,
Derek said: “I am always
up for trying everything, to
try something different, but
when we attended the

climbing course at Go Ape it was my
turn to have my boundaries pushed.
Logan was up on the ropes climbing
away and I felt I had to get involved
as well. Despite my initial apprehension I really enjoyed it..”
One are of the link
that couldn’t be
guaranteed was
how the boys Logan and Danny
would connect, but
they have and have
become close
friends. Derek said: “The social side
of the link is so much different and
there is a lot of dialogue 4-ways.
When we meet up it is a chance to
check how things have progressed
with everyone since we were last
together. It has also helped both
lads develop a great deal of confidence and they certainly have
opened up.”
Ronnie said: “Danny lives for this.
He can’t wait to attend. He can be a
quiet lad but we have been able to
gradually bring him out of his shell.”
Daniel’s carer, Debbie, sings the
praises of the link. She said: “Daniel
has no other social outlet, and if it
wasn’t for ‘the famous four’ he would
at times be lost.”

Continued overleaf
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Trips
On their travels—The Famous Four
(left to right)
Danny, Ronnie, Logan
and Derek
with Coordinator Val
Reilly

‘The Famous Four’
Continued…
Debbie added “It is
Invaluable that the connection provides Danny with
positive role models. He
doesn’t have this within the
home environment. It is
Daniel’s time when he is
away on excursions and it is
for Daniel to enjoy and enhance his social skills.”
Looking at the social side
Derek said: “Logan always
has things to tell us and we
all learn a great deal from
him, which is something
really nice. Both lads challenge us and I think all four
of us have changed as a result.”
Being involved in a long
term link takes a lot of work
to maintain. Val regularly
has discussions to see how
everyone feels. Ronnie said:

“The fun side of things always brings me back. It is
great being able to reminisce
and reflect on past trips and
we always want to do something else.”

praise the ‘can do’ attitude:
“You guys wanting to do
things makes my life so
much easier. We agree on
what is wanted and I go
ahead to plan it out.”

Reflecting on many fabulous
The support from Val, and
driver Neil adds to the whole years. Ronnie said: “|We
have had many great times
experience.
together. The look of exciteRonnie added: “The support ment on the boys faces
we receive is high-class. Val makes it all worthwhile.”
is so detailed in her organiWhile Interest Link has had
sation which really relaxes
a hugely positive impact on
us. We know things have
Derek, he said: “Interest
been done right.” Derek
said: “Being involved takes Link has totally changed my
approach to life, it has
me to places I would never
opened up new experiences
have thought of going to
and created lasting friendmyself. Or do things I
ships with volunteers and
wouldn’t have thought I
service users alike. I can
wanted to do. There is no
hassle either. We are driven honestly say it has shaped
to activities so that removes my way of looking at situations and more importantly
that element of stress and
frees us up to interact more the more vulnerable people
in our society.”
with the lads.”
But Val was also quick to

Graham Ford

Neil has the drive to make things happen
Neil has been a volunteer driver with
Interest Link for close on five years.

Logan and Danny, along with
their stalwart support team of
Ronnie and Derek are a pleasHe said: “I have found being a driverure to work with, are always
gives me the opportunity to interact with appreciative of the efforts made
an incredibly broad range of people
on their behalf, and often dis(who have an equally broad range of
play a particularly wry sense of
needs) has been an enlightening and
humour.”
rewarding experience.”
He added: “ I have been lucky
“On a regular basis I am able to assist
enough to be included as their
both individual passengers, and also
driver on a good number of day
right through to groups of up to 14 or 15 trips and visits to various places
people of all ages., but one of my faof interest, and recently on their
vourite groups in the only that I have
weekend trip to Fort William
always known as ‘The Famous Four’.

The list of places ‘the famous
four’ have visited together reads
like a tourist guide to Scotland.
Here is just a taste…...

Edinburgh Dungeon, Edinburgh Castle, Stirling Castle,
Dynamic Earth, Beamish,
Safari Park Blair Drummond,
Overnight camping trip in
Safari tents
at Wild
Woods
Ruberslaw,
Overnight
trip to Berwick Upon
Tweed,
Falkirk
Wheel,
Kelpies,
Train
journeys, Overnight trip from
Fort William to Mallaig on
The Mighty Jacobite steam
train and back to stay in
Oban Premiere Inn. Logan
has flown to Belfast to see
the Titanic Museum (without
Ronnie and Daniel) North
Berwick and most recently in
September going under the
three
bridges
from South Queensferry on a
boat and much more. See
the slideshow.
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CALEDONIA

Groups

Caledonia sings the praises
Group members were given their enjoyable.
chance to talk about Interest
Katherine – been involved around
Link.
three years. To encourage someone

else to join. Everyone knows everyone
else. It is OUR group, a group for us
and we are able to be ourselves. That
is important to me. Ideal for our age
range, no pressure or expectations. I
have fund here, I can see my support
staff having fun, everything is well
organised and I have enjoyed. I remember when someone was injured
and I was able to reassure them and
make them feel safe.

certainly encourage others to give the
group a go they will gain much enjoyment.

Ryan volunteer- a great opportunity
to help out and learn about different
disabilities. While I aim to make a
difference to other people’s lives I
would say that they also make a big
difference to mine. I have learned a lot
about myself, I have enjoyed trying
new activities, some things I often
would never have considered trying. It
is incredible how much enjoyment you
gain from that. Other people’s skills
rub off on me. As a group we learn
James – been involved for years. It
from each other and learn how they
makes me smile being here. It is some- cope. Without me coming along I am
Russell Molloy – been involved with thing I really look forward to. I have
aware that some people would miss
Caledonia Group for over 12 years.
enjoyed some of the drama experienc- out. It is humbling. I bring two group
One highlight was attending Wethes. I remember making films. Staff
members here in my car. I am aware of
erspoons with the group. I enjoyed
make everyone feel safe when they are that responsibility. I can’t always be
being there with my friends. I like be- here. They are incredibly kind and I
ing able to help other people within the know they are here to ensure I have a here as I am actually so busy these
days which has developed as a result
group, that made me feel good. The
nice time.
of being a volunteer and now trying to
best thing about being in the group is
fit everything is quite a challenge.
Kate Coordinator– group special,
trying new skills. I particularly
known each other for many years.
remem-ber being able to try cooking
New people are chosen to join and felt
while with the group. That was
they can work together and gel. This is
enjoyable.
such a huge aspect of making progress.
Hannah Hislop – working through
Each year we see progress as a group
Real Life Options I attend while supand Individually. Taking people to
porting service users. Only second
new venues is so important and so
time attended. My impression is that it worthwhile. People are given opportubrilliant to see everyone coming tonities through being part of Interest
gether. Everyone is part of a team an
Link. I think there is real imagination
they are all nice and friendly. Just a
when planning a programme, the planlovely place to come. Hannah supports ning is a case of thinking out the box
Helen Bruce to the group. Sees a dif- and doing different things. The group
ference, she really enjoys herself and challenge me, and still hugely motivatthe big difference is she seems so
ed. I look forward to the group meetmuch calmer than we find her while
ings as much as anyone else despite
she is at home in her house.
having done so for many years. I get a
lot of personal satisfaction, and knowAndrew Welsh – became involved
Caledonia group many years ago. If I ing you are making a difference to their lives.
was encouraging people to join the
group I would say – it is a place where Gemma – (done through
we are able to try new things, we are
the use of thumbs up and
encouraged to become more confident. thumbs down) been coming
I would never have done half the
to the group long time, love
things I have done in my life if it was- being out here with my
n’t for the likes of the CG. This infriends. Not as happy when
cludes having been on an overnight
I go home. I have made lots
stay at Kielder on a residential. I have of friends while in the
been given the opportunity to be there group, and made new
for others, stepping in to support othfriends. I like to tell mum
ers. Because I have been with the
and dad what I have been
group for a while I like to try to make up to. They know I have
anyone knew to the group feel welbeen having fun. I would
come. This is what keeps the group so
Fiona Campbell – not been involved
for very long, highlights like attending
Wild Woods, I make lots of new
friends and I am able to be myself. I
appreciate the fact that staff bring me
to this and I feel we become closer
when I am attending Interest Link activities. I have really enjoyed walking,
some of the group activities, trips to
different places and meeting up with
the friends I have made while at the
group.
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CHILDREN’S

Groups

Ten years and growing stronger
The Children's Service Pilot began
in September 2009, enabling children aged 11-16 who have complex learning needs to access
mainstream out-of-school activities through 1:1 links with adult
volunteers.
The pilot service was such a success that it was decided that Interest Link Borders could deliver a
unique service in the form of a
Children’s Group that could accommodate 6-8 young people with
a learning disability supported by
staff, peer mentors from local high
schools and other volunteers.
This service has been so widely
accepted by parents, carers, teachers and professionals that it still
delivers an efficient, creative, fun
filled service for young children
between the ages of 8 to 16 locally
in Roxburgh to this day.
The Children’s Group have been
part of many diverse and creative

projects allowing opportunities for
our young people to meet up with
other people, make friends, enjoy
activities and develop skills.
Members have enjoyed many wonderful projects locally and worked
alongside many inspiring project
tutors, we have the added bonus of
being able to benefit from accessible venues such as Burnfoot Hub
for indoor activities and Wild
Woods, Ruberslaw for outdoor activities. Funding has allowed us to
recruit reliable school peer mentors from local high schools that
come along and enjoy themselves
and share time with children. Peer
mentors over the years have been a
delight to have on board, in exchange for their volunteer time,
they are able to achieve volunteer
hours from the Saltire Awards
scheme supported by Volunteer
Centre Borders.
Over many years and countless

group sessions, we have been able
to gather a huge amount of artistic
material that has been invaluable
enabling Roxburgh branch to capture memories and special moments which have been assembled
into our own Digital Memory Box.
Core funding has allowed the service to expand even more in the
form of school lunch groups, Rebecca, our assistant Branch Coordinator, joined the team in November 2017 and her presence has
been a huge asset to the project.
Not only does she solely plan and
deliver on school lunch groups but
is hugely supportive in her role.
In the words of Walt Disney - “We
keep moving forward, opening
new doors and doing things, because we are curious, and curiosity
keeps leading us down new paths.”

Ryan and Craig—Rox Box
The Dynamic Duo as they are now named
are two service users who have been part
of Interest Link for many years and are
currently members of Roxburgh Teenage
group.
Craig has been our in house interviewer on
many occasions at numerous Film Premiere Evenings with our teenage group audiences and was a guest interviewer attending the Children`s Fashion Show where he
grilled the participant models and audiences alike.

when it comes to explaining and adopting
different approaches to achieving an end
result. Ryan has been an asset when assisting with film presentations, background
technology and digital backdrops. Ryan
and Craig are currently enjoying working
with Tom from Alchemy and learning
about cameras, and sound technology and
pulling subjects out of the real world and
placing them into a digital domain. Superimposing subjects into virtual backgrounds.

It was only right and proper that these two
characters got together professionally to
form the “Dynamic Duo “to present our
own virtual Digital Memory Box. Rox
Box is a video presentation produced and
directed and compered by Craig and Ryan
our in house reporters. They both take us
all a trip down memory lane, remembering
Ryan has been a member of our children`s with fondness the many diverse, exciting,
group for many years and has added value challenging and fun filled activities and
projects that all the Roxburgh groups got
to our projects with his technical
knowledge. Ryan is a top notch technical up too over the last two years. What a
sense of fulfilment they both had working
advisor when it comes to video presentaon this project, and what an inspiration
tions and social media. Ryan is a natural
Adorned with press attire he did sterling
job on all occasions. Many audience members were put at ease with his laid back
approach and natural charm. Great feedback was gained with Craig`s unique interview style, as he cagoules and gently teases answers out of audience members.

they
both are
to other
service
users in
the Roxburgh Branch.
Ryan says “ Being a part of the virtual
room was an interesting experience. I
loved showing everyone the amazing projects we have worked on in the YPS and
Children`s Group and learning about what
goes on in the other groups. Craig was
fantastic to work alongside, I loved coming up with jokes and bringing them to
life”
Craig says “ I enjoyed working on the
virtual room it gave me confidence and
allowed me to say things in my own
words. I enjoyed working with Ryan too it
was great fun to go back and see the projects we have been involved in”
Virtual Digital Memory Box can be
viewed here
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CHILDREN’S

Groups

Not-so-silent night
ONE BIG HAPPY FAMILY
The happy family of young people,
peer mentors, and volunteers meet
on a Monday night every fortnight.
The location of where they meet is
decide by the time of year and
sometimes the weather. They are
often transported by a taxi minibus,
and it is often the highlight of the
taxi drivers shift seeing a sea of
happy faces in their vehicle. Smiles
from the moment they enter the
taxi, until they leave just over two
hours later. But the excitement of
being part of such a warm, welcoming friendly group bring everyone
back week after week, often year
after year. No week is ever the
same and group members who have
been involved over several years
have had a unique opportunity to
experience so much. They have
shared the experience with like
minded young people, supportive
volunteers and peer mentors who
not only want to learn but to their
best to help others enjoy new experiences.
PARENTS AND CARERS
The parents of group members certainly value what is on offer at Interest Link.
Joanne said: “As Ryan’s mum I
love the fact that there is a club that
offers a variety of topics, keeping
the kids interested, and on the go. I
like getting a chance to see and hear
what he’s been getting involved in
and having fun. While Lynne said:
“The wide range of experiences
provided by Interest Link is second
to none. Matthew enjoys the new
friendships made with nonjudgmental people looking at having Meaningful relationships the
same as him. The staff provide a
safe haven for the kids to be themselves.

Carer Pam is completely clear in
what the group means to Blair.
She said: “Blair looks forward to
his ‘wee club’ as he calls it, and
asks every week if it is on.
I as a carer am very grateful that
Blair has something to look forward
to that he enjoys and is very much
for him.
It is nice to be invited along to see
what he has been doing, like the
fashion show, it was brilliant.”
MAKING FRIENDS
Sharing new experiences together,
battling through inhibitions, and
achieving things you never knew
about yourself and doing all this
while making new friends. This is
the special recipe that makes the
Children’s Group so successful.
Friendships have developed
through being involved in the
group, with new group members
joining all the time. Co-ordinator
Val Reilly puts a great deal of
thought and planning into who joins
the group and how they are going to
fit in. There is little doubt the end
result is spot on with a fabulous
atmosphere and a strengthening
bond that continues to grow.
BETTER SOCIAL AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Attending different locations and
trying out new activities helps develop many vital skills within the
group. They enjoy the social atmosphere in the taxi on the way. They
are amongst other people while visiting the likes of Beanscene, The
Hirsel or Burnfoot Hub. The contrast between sitting at home conversing on social media to actually
being out and about helps each individual grow. The volunteers and
peer mentors actively encourage

communication. They listen intently
to what group participants have to
say each week and how they have
enjoyed attending new venues or
trying new activities.
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HIGH SCHOOL LUNCH
Groups

LUNCHTIME IS NOW FUNTIME
High School lunch
group coordinator Becca was asked to describe the history and
objectives behind the
group.

tend to work with small
groups of between two and
four service users each
term and change the group
members at
the start of
each term.
The lunchtime group at
We do acHawick High School started
tivities
running in January 2018.
based on
The hope was that running
the service
an in-school version of the
users’ sugevening club would help to
gestions
make Interest Link more
and interaccessible for a wider
ests. Recent
range of young people. We activities inhave worked with seven
clude pizza
new service users through making, scithis group, who would not
ence experiotherments and cake
wise
decorating.
have
School staff
been
have commentable to
ed that group
access
members are
Interest getting on betLink. I
ter with each

other in class time after attending the group together,
and service users themselves have said they feel
safe at the group and enjoy
the activities we do.

And here’s what other people involved in
the group thought—including the particiMatthew—I like to come to the
lunch club as it is a lot of fun
Ashleigh—Since becoming part of
the lunch club I feel Matthew and
myself get along more and I find I
understand him more.
Ashleigh—Being in the group allows me to try new things. I really
enjoyed making the slime

ferent activities

Jade and Kacey

Ashleigh—being in the group has
helped me feel more comfortable
around people

When asked for any other comments. Ashleigh said: “It’s very fun
and they should run the group for
another 20 years. I’ll never forget
the good moments.” While Matthew said: “It’s a fun group, I
would encourage people to come
along for one day and try, fun and
joyful.

Matthew—being part of the group
has taught me how to do thigs I
would never have known and I
have also enjoyed learning to help
others.

Matthew—I feel good when I atAshleigh—while being at the group
tend the group. It is good doing dif- I felt great when I was able to help
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HIGH SCHOOL LUNCH
Groups
Mrs Everitt—Head of Department

have new experiences and are build- from learning new skills and having
ing better relationships with friends fun.”
“The group has a very positive imand now adults.”
pact on the pupils. They are disapKeith—lunch club volunteer
pointed when the class is finished as Mrs Ford—Teacher
“Working with Interest Link Roxthe end of each session.”
“The lunch group has helped the
burgh has been extremely rewardShe added: “Staff from Interest Link pupils form new relationships with ing. I have been able to gain current
are excellent, the pupils have cerpupils they don’t normally work
experience in a field I have worked
tainly formed a great relationship
with in other school classes.”
in before.”
with Becca. Pupils think it is fun,
She added: “They benefit greatly
they have a go at new things, they

WILTON PRIMARY

SUCCESS BREEDS SUCCESS
From the achievements of the
high school group hatched the
Wilton Primary School group,
once more spearheaded by
Becca

“Following from the success
of the Hawick High School
group, we set up a similar
group at Wilton Primary
School in August 2018. One
new service user and three
peer mentors have attended
the group since then, with a
second service user and a
further peer mentor joining
us at the start of this academic year. At nine years
old, these four boys are the
youngest peer mentors we
have worked with at Interest
Link and the application process and training has been
adapted specially to suit
them. They are very kind
and caring towards the two
service users and always
make lots of effort to include
them in activities and check
that they are enjoying themselves. Favourite activities

M—”To communicate with Haiden
we use signs, we speak and sometimes I will demonstrate.”
J—”I often use thumbs up or thumbs
Once again we asked staff
down to show Haiden how to do
and participants what they
things.”
M—”Working with Haiden has made
thought.
me more confident.”
J—”We were asked to show other
Mrs Turnbull—teacher
pupils in the school how we com“I think being part of the group has
municate with Haiden at a special
really had a positive impact on
assembly.”
Haiden (pictured). The pupils have
When asked for any other comhad the opportunity to try new
ment—M said: “I am very protective
things.”
She added: “The success has been the of Haiden and invited him to my
birthday parsmall size of the group. Haiden
ty.” While J
would get lost in a bigger group.”
said: “I like
Peer mentors Jarred and Murray
playing footJ—”I like coming to the group and
being able to help Haiden. I know it ball with
makes him happy and we have devel- Haiden and it
is great that
oped a closer friendship.”
M—”I like helping Haiden and help- he now
comes to our
ing him with his school work.”
parties.”
M—”Being part of this group has
helped me become good friends with
Haiden. When we are in other classes
I sit next to Haiden and help him
when I can.”
J—”I am able to help Haiden when it
comes to teeth
time (brushing
teeth) it makes
me proud of myself.”

for this group include playing football and baking.”
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Rebecca

ASSISTANT COORDINATOR

We wanted to hear what Rebecca thought of being part of Interest Link for the last two years

My older brother has a learning disability so I’ve grown up with learning
disabilities being a large part of my
life. I was so excited to see a job with
Interest Link advertised back in
2017; My brother has been a service
user in the past and I know about
their services through his experiences.
I have worked for Interest Link since
October 2017 and am involved with
the Children’s Service in the Roxburgh branch. The Children’s Service
includes the Children’s Group, which
already existed when I joined Interest
Link, and two in-school lunchtime
groups which have been set up since
I started the job.
The Children’s Group is an evening

group for young people aged 8 to 16
who have a learning disability
(service users) and young people of a
similar age or older who do not have
a learning disability (peer mentors).
Peer mentors offer friendship and
support to service users and both sets
of young people join in the activities
at the fortnightly group. The two
lunchtime groups – one in Hawick
High School and one at Wilton Primary School – run similarly to the
Children’s Group with a mix of service users and peer mentors, but on a
smaller scale. In all three groups my
main role is planning activities, leading them and then evaluating them
through creative reports.
I love working for Interest Link be-

cause each day and each group brings
something totally different. I have
built good relationships with Val, the
volunteers, peer mentors and service
users and really look forward to getting to catch up with them all every
two weeks. My role allows me to be
creative and to
work with a wide
range of people,
both of which I
really enjoy. I
can’t wait to see
what the future
with Interest
Link brings.

COMMITTEE
We took the opportunity to hear what some of the members of the Interest Link Roxburgh commi ee thought about things
Theresa Support Worker for Nan
Service User both Committee
Members
“I come along to the Committee
meeting for Interest Link Roxburgh
to firstly support Nan as she wants
to come along to meet people. We
both find out about events
and the many things that are
going on. It gives us an opportunity to share what`s
going in our lives too, It
brings a smile to Nan`s face”
Nan: service user:
“ I like the cups of tea and
biscuits, and meeting up
with people I haven’t seen
for a while”
Christine: Volunteer:
“ It is good to get feedback and pass
information on to Committee members. It is interesting hearing about
what is going on at Interest Link
Roxburgh. Nice to be part of the
committee and have fun meeting up
with people”
Frances: Volunteer:

“Nice to come and talk about things
going on, social events and what`s
going on at Interest Link and sharing ideas with other people”
Chris: Service user:
“I like listening to other people their
thoughts and ideas”

Interest Link would not be possible
without the input from volunteers
and the wider community. As a
parent/carer and Convenor I have
gained a lot from Interest Link Roxburgh It is good to see how much
Interest Link has grown and progressed over the years. Since I have
gained a lot from the organisation I
am now giving something back .”
George Roxburgh Committee
member
“I have been involved at a local level for several years now and I am so
impressed with the fantastic work
carried out by Interest Link to help
so many who are less fortunate than
others. Although with limited resources the dedication of all conMel: Service provider Mears Care cerned achieve such a wide range of
Supporting Katherine Service Us- activities that are stimulating, exciter
ing and especially having fun, for
“I like listening to plans and provid- all who participate in the outings,
ing input to the committee”
projects and truly creative events.
Katherine: service user:
Wishing every success for the future
“ I like coming along and meeting
to all involved with interest link
friends”
Roxburgh and long may it continue”
Craig Committee Convenor:
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COORDINATOR

Val

We asked Val to sum up her experience as Branch Coordinator. Here are her thoughts, in her own
words, and unedited
I have been the Branch Co-ordinator
for Interest Link Roxburgh for 19
years and I can honestly say I
have enjoyed every minute.
I have been privileged to work for
such a wonderful, inspirational organisation. I have met many lovely
people who have had an overwhelming influence on me and allowed me
to further and develop my role. People who are friendly professional,
reliable, and committed to Interest
Link supporting me to help change
people’s lives in such a profound
way. Volunteers have made

meaningful friendships
with service users who now

feel a sense of belonging and connectedness. Inspirational individuals
who have been supporting vulnerable people to discover their potential
and make positive choices in their
everyday lives.
Interest Link Roxburgh has hopefully enabled and supported

people to live happier
healthier lives. Boosting peo-

ple’s confidence and self-esteem
through special connections with
people who give up their time to
spend time with people who are
more vulnerable. Friends are

people who empathise, listen and have fun together.
Our organisation has
played a part in identifying
these special people, but it is
these individuals that go onto make
meaningful and long-lasting friendships that last a lifetime. I have only
been there to support and nurture
these special relationships and also
to celebrate the wonderful people
they have become.

“A good friend is a connection to life, a tie to the past
and a road to the future”
I have witnessed people grow and
change over 19 years, overcoming

adversity and challenges that have
changed people’s lives for the better.
I have created opportunities to enable people to grow and develop
skills. Enhancing confidence, broadening knowledge, and recognising
the benefits of change.

“Diversity makes for a rich
tapestry, and we must understand that all the
threads of the tapestry are
equal in value no matter
what their colour”

I would certainly not have been able
to achieve what I have today if it
wasn’t for the commitment and hard
work from all members of the Interest Link Family.
After seeing the positive results
from 1-1 links and the changes it has
made to individual lives of vulnerable people and their carers family
and wider community members, we
had the opportunity to allow the organisation to grow and develop further with targeted funding. It was
time to try our hand at groups.
Bringing people together that had
similar interest, connecting people
from all walks of life. Initiating
friendships for people with learning
disabilities with people of similar
age who would never possibly have
opportunities to meet up and become
friends.
Meeting up with a group in real life
connects people instantly. People
who belong to groups are able to
connect, interact and have social
identity, learn new skills and share
experiences. Feeling socially connected especially in this isolated
world is more important than ever.
A sense of belonging and feeling
emotionally secure and having access to powerful connections has a
huge impact on an individual’s performance in a group situation. In
groups people solve problems are
creative. A cohesive united group is
the secret of wellbeing
What a journey we have all come.

Together we have achieved great
things, had fun times and long lasting memories that will stay in our
hearts forever.
We have seen service users grow
from young children transitioning to
adults. Adults interacting with group
members, volunteers and accessing
their wider community. Peer mentors who have grown in confidence
and become the people they are today. Volunteering has enriched the
life of not only the volunteers and
peer mentors but people who they
have shared special times with.
Family member’s carers, friends and
professionals have shared our journey and have been pillars of
support and have become members of our extended family, friendship circles that will continue to support us to achieve our goals and aspirations. Interest Link Roxburgh
need many people to be part of our
social circle, building networks and
connecting
to our
community.
“They
are like
oxygen
when
we
want to reach the summit of any
mountain”
“How would we have ever imagined
how far our journey has come and
who knows where we still can go?.”
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FASHION SHOW

STRIKE A POSE
It had taken
months of
planning
and preparation
but in
late April
last year
all the
hard
work
came
together in
the Children’s
Group
Fash-ion
Show. At the
heart of all
the planning
was Becca.

Here is her
report on
another
hugely suc-

signing and
creating a
piece or
pieces of

RED
cessful project in her
own words
From January to April
2018, the
Children’s

IS
Group
worked on
creating a
recycled
fashion
show titled
“Red Is The
New Black”.

having a go
at sewing.
The service
clothing;
users and
learning a
peer mentors
dance; learn- all seemed
ing how to to thoroughwalk a cat- ly enjoy this
walk; and
project.
finally, put- Even Ryan,
ting all the who said at
the start that
a fashion
show didn’t
sound like

hard work
together for
an open
night to
parents. A
lot of skills
were used
throughout

THE
The project
involved a
number of
different aspects: de-

the project
too, from
working as
part of a
team to

his thing at
all, got really stuck in
on the final
night and
was excellent on the
catwalk.
The first
part of the
project revolved
around making clothes
out of recy-

cled materials for the
catwalk.
Paula’s outfit was a
dress, hat
and feather
boa; Blair
made a spotty waistcoat
and matching bowtie;
Matthew
wore a tshirt and
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had a beautiful dress
and accessories; Liam
created a t-shirt and
belt; Ryan made a cool
music-themed hoody;
Niamh R made her own
version of the football
shirt for her favourite
team; and Jade styled a
scarf and bejewelled tshirt. Once the outfits
were made, Emma from
HAOS (Hawick Amateur
Operatic Society) came
along to some sessions to
teach the group how to

walk confidently
down the catwalk
and also choreographed a dance for
us to perform at the

NEW
end of the show.
On the 30th April the
group hosted a night for
parents and carers to
come and see the catwalk
and the dance. Everyone
who came to watch really
seemed to enjoy seeing
our outfits and how confident the young people

were on the catwalk. There was
loads of clapping
and cheering. It
is wonderful to
have such close
relationships with the parents and families of our
service users, and the turn
out for the fashion show
was amazing. I hope everyone who attended the
night enjoyed themselves
as much as I did!

Becca

BLACK
EMMA IS EXCELLENT
Emma is an experienced performer with Hawick Panto and Hawick
Opera and her skills as a choreographer were utilised for the fashion
show here is what she thought of the experience….
“The impact Interest
Link has on the service
users is that it has a
profound impact on
their confidence and
they discover new
strengths.”

themselves without
fear.”
“I feel the current
themes and activities
offered to the group
work well. It encourages support amongst
each other.”

which don’t requite
strict regimented outcomes.”

When asked to sum up
her Interest Link experience in one sentence,
Emma said: “Great fun,
“Being part of the sesa supportive and lively
sions is really beneficial
group which makes
for me as a person. It’s “The themes and activi- everyone feel welties work well because come.”
great to see the kids
they are light-hearted
having fun and being
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PHOTO ALBUM
A picture tells a thousand words and at Interest Link we have
thousands of lifelong memories, here is a selection of great times
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PHOTO ALBUM
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WISH LISTS
There is a great deal of planning and preparation that goes into each session
and season at Roxburgh Interest Link. Here are the Wish Lists that are produced
Meetings

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Children’s
Group

Fashion
Show

Fashion
Show

Easter cupcakes

Fashion
Show parents
night (30
Apr)

Woodland
prep - food
& crafts

Panto

Parents
night - Panto

YPS &
Satellite

Still Game

Still Game

Visit to
McDonalds

Games in
Wilton Park

Face to
Face with
Nature

Face to
Face with
Nature

Wild
Woods

Caledonian Group

Meal out at
Bourtree

Scottish
dancing

Easter egg
decorating

60s Night

Mime in
May with
Oona

Picnic get
together Wild
Woods

Day trip to
Berwick

Hawick
High
School
(lunch
group)

Arts and
crafts

Baking and
cooking

Board
games

Arts and
crafts

Painting

Painting

Baking and
cooking

Meetings

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Home
visit

Home visit

Home visit

Home visit

Home visit

Home visit

Home
visit

Famous
Four

Meet up

Meet up

Cinema &
McDonalds

War Horse
in Edinburgh

Belfast - Derek
& Logan only

Coffee

Safari
park

Golden
Girls

Coffee

Cinema

Coffee

Trip to
Melrose for
lunch

Balcary House
for afternoon tea

Kelso Garden Centre

Friendship
Day

Extended
Family
Circle 1
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Meetings

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Link 1

Model
making

Model
making
Birthday
lunch

Climbing
Fatlips Castle

Climbing
Ruberslaw

Climbing Peniel
Heugh

Wilton Park
& museum

Minto Hill

Dog Show in
Kelso

Kelso Show

Chess
or
draught
s

Link 2

Meet up
for coffee

Meet up
for coffee

Balcary
House for tea
& scone

Borders Pet
Rescue
open day

Dog walk

Link 3

Madagascar the
Musical

Coffee
and chat

Lunch @
Spoons

War Horse
in Edinburgh

Meet up for tea
& chat

Panto Beauty &
The Beast

Coffee and
chat

Link 4

Scottish
Parliament

Gym in
Jedburgh

Gym in Jedburgh

War Horse
in Edinburgh

Meeting with
Rob Moffat Rugby international

Rugby

Kelso Show

Trip to Melrose

How others see us
Interest Link Roxburgh is used by so many other agencies and organisations. We asked them what
they thought?
Graeme Cockburn PT Guidance
Teacher :peer mentors
“The work done by your staff in affording many of our pupils the opportunity to do voluntary work within our community is of great benefit
to them in many ways. They are
firstly much happier individuals,
often finding success in doing something out with school in which they
have a particular strength which is
not recognised formally within High
School.
For those young people who are
‘service users’ the benefit to them
and their families is again tremendous. Time out with the family
where domestic situations are not
the best is a great relief for all involved and this break often gives
renewed enthusiasm for carers / parents when the service user returns

home.
The certificates showing hours of
service are greatly appreciated by
the volunteers and for us as Guidance teachers at school they show an
extra willingness on the part of the
young person to achieve out with the
classroom. They are of course an
extremely useful addition for CV’s
and for us as teachers to make reference to when writing University references.
All in all I cannot commend the
work you do enough – the experience gained by all is, I feel, is second to none.”
John Spiteri: Local Area Coordinator Roxburghshire
“Social isolation and the loneliness
that this can bring continue to compound the day to day challenges ex-

perienced by our client group. Interest Link provides an essential service to individuals and their families
in enabling the making of friendships and Relationships based on
mutual respect and shared interests.”
J W Taxi Drivers Dave and Gordon
Gordon: Taxi driver
Gordon : “ It is great to see the
young people get out socially and
enjoy themselves”
Dave: “The five years I have been
taking the youngsters to YPS
Groups each year is a different experience. When I pick them up the bus
so quiet, but on the way home there
is 8 different voices once you have
built up a bond with them. It is great
and I am glad I am a part of it”.
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Interest Link funders
We couldn’t provide all these fantastic services if it wasn’t for the incredible support
from so many valuable funders. We thank you all, each and every one of you!

Mainhouse
Charitable Trust

